
HOW TO WRITE A JOB QUOTE TEMPLATE

Follow our tips & download our quote template to help you write the perfect quote . when you are talking to a lead you
want to make sure you get the job!.

Aim to give a written estimate within a few days of scoping the work; timeliness means that you come across
as professional and the customer is less likely to seek additional estimates from other service providers. You
will need to edit this based on the type of work you do see the tips below. We also provide sample
construction estimate templates, as well as templates for many other kinds of projects. Tax details â€” Is tax
applicable to the job? This is usually prepared by any of the following individuals: A sales clerk or sales agent
of a company A sales manager A business owner of a small to medium-scale business There are numerous
reasons why a job quotation can greatly help a company gain more clients. Total work estimate â€” This figure
is the overall price for the work required and includes line item costs and any applicable tax. Try to be as
descriptive as possible with these. Multiple Estimates: Consider providing two or more job estimates: one for
the most likely cost, and another that also lists additional parts and labor that might be required for specific
complications in a worst-case scenario. Comparing similar projects to create efficiencies by basing estimates
and quotes on previous projects can save time and money. In doing so, both forms are linked and you can
easily see how the job has progressed from the project initial estimate to a more detailed quote. Update your
business address and contact info at the top. Similar to the above point, estimates are only given for larger
projects. On the other hand construction companies and programmers give out estimates. Customers usually
ask for quotes for projects that take more than one day. Aside from the specific services, this document also
contains the price for each service. Would you choose a service provider who only gave an estimate over the
phone or would you more likely select a company that provided a professional written document? Use your
quote as the base for any work order you need to provide to employees in the field so they have the
information they need to get the job done. What Should a Job Estimate Include? Make sure that you include
your company name and, if possible, include your company logo on your quotes. It is also a good idea to add a
brief reminder that the document serves as an estimate only and that the given pricing is subject to change.


